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THE MONO LOG CHALLENGE
We Dare You to Submit a Succinct Video Of this Insane Monologue from the Show
We will Select the Best Entries as they Come,
and Highlight them In our Kingdom Dot Com (a.k.a website:)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Record yourself performing the monologue (have fun!)
2. Publish your masterpiece on Youtube
3. Share your video on twitter or facebook using #ColoursANonsense
4. Send confirmation link to info@NatashaTsakos.com
more info: www.coloursanonsense.com

NOW GO!
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THE FOOL:
Marry, O Marry, will you barry me?
Deeper than the deepest humility?
Until I reach temperature zero of my body.
Barry me under my wacky oak tree.
Reconstruct my lego legal existence.
Clack clack clock.
The clock,
can you hear, is ticking ticking, tic tac toc.
Dare I to curse to fend to fluck.
The world, my friend, the world is full of shame.
The semper, sempi sempiternal rhythm.
That clock was made with no doubt in Switzerland.
Rolex the world out of my reach.
Stick stacks to stop the sting in my ears.
OH why oh why oh why? lalalalalalalai.
Dalai dalai the lying Lama
Kangourously jumping,
Not even realizing
That inside the furry pocket
is a baby puppet!
Generations too comfortably boarded
in the dead bed of bad dreams.
Clack clack clock
since shoes were invented!
Blut blorget ble blue blarget bli blas blabbing blor.
Blabble, bible, babble, bubbling.
Not enough words to describe the suffering
Flablaglasted by mine own self!!!!
Pronunciation trembling for fear of continuing........
The extreme lunacy.
Holding my arms up high
Laying down, in the sound, sinking
Reaching, reaching, reaching
Gogo gagdetting arms not functioning
Cartoons evangelizing lies to children listening
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In black and white, recollecting the events
Speed tremendously augmenting!
Police behind me chasing
Red white blue blinding
The colors of fafafafafabric
over worshipped wrecked by Copernic!
Speeding Speeding Speeding
Marry O Marry, will you barry me?
Will you to me badee badoo
Will you lay your ashes above mine
Will you be content to greenpeacefully shine?
Will you close your eyes and not speak a word?
Will you sing the wind
Heat the fires
Unplug the wires
Switch Off.
And may the day last with no remorse.
May we violence not, to our life, the course.
May we leave unnoticed, in complete silence.
May we, may we, may we, may BE.
No longer experiment rabbits, monkeys.
No longer cheat our enemies.
No longer lie upon necessity.
No longer fall.
No longer feel.
No longer fool.
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